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Enhancements and Changes
New integration to Planet Payment's payment solution

Issues Fixed
Critical and Severe Issues fixed
Card integration fixes

Nixor
Poplatek
PointESF
Verifone UK (Ocius)
Verifone UK (OPA)

 

Enhancements and Changes  

New integration to Planet Payment's payment solution  

Pay at Counter integration with Winpos standard POS and Planet Payment using the PAX A35 
terminal is now available.

Installation/configuration documentation is available separately.

NOTE: An integration with Winpos Mobile and Planet's all-in-one payment solution using the PAX 
A920 terminal is coming in early 2024.
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Issues Fixed  

Critical and Severe Issues fixed  

POS (Guest Check/Tables): Fixed an issue where chair numbers were shown on the table 
map in POS. (#7977)

POS (Guest Check/Tables): Fixed an issue where open tables were not displayed for all users 
if existing parameter Guest check.Show only own orders = True. (#7977)

POS (Guest Check/Tables): An issue has been fixed with deletion of Guest check (Table) 
rows and multiple POS clients which could cause deadlocks. (#7995)

Self-service: A bug has been fixed where changing quantity in the payment phase using the 
'plus/minus' buttons would cause issues with the Tax Class used in the transaction. (#7852)

Swedish fiscal: Fixed an issue with Mega which meant that the Swedish control-box fiscal 
solution did not work with Winpos Mobile. (#7972)

Card integration fixes  

Nixor  

The numeric keyboard in the on-screen keyboard now scales.

Poplatek  

Added options "Show open failed dialog", "Open on cashier login", and "TCP connect 
timeout".

Fixed issue with open in Async mode.

Fixed an issue with handling failure to open Winpos.Emv3.

PointESF  

Fixed an issue with 'PEFSClient.Close' when NOT in interactive mode.

Fixed issue with open in Async mode.

Verifone UK (Ocius)  

Added support for combined customer receipt.

Now displays DECLINED transaction result in red text in the feedback window.

Verifone UK (OPA)  

Added support for combined customer receipt.

Now displays DECLINED transaction result in red text in the feedback window.

'DECLINED' text on the receipt in now printed within a box.
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